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Abstract 

Now days it has become a source of attraction for researchers 

to increase the transfer of heat by producing turbulence in the 

physical behaviour of fluid-flow in the radiators or the 

exchangers of heat. In the Present study the influence of 

multiple spiralled tapes attached with perforated disc 

turbulators on heat radiation of the heat radiators or heat 

exchangers is determined by experiments. In this investigation 

experimentation is conducted for the test section of 1.4 m (L) 

longer made of galvanized iron with a hydraulic diameter (D) 

of 68 mm. Non varying heat flux of 1000 Watt/m2 was 

Provided by the variable voltage transformer to the heating 

coil, which was wrapped on test section the data logger is 

used for temperature measurement. In the Present study the 

influence of multiple twisted tapes with perforated disk 

turbulators on transfer of heat in the heat exchanger is 

calculated through experiment. The experimental variables 

used in the research includes Perforation index (PI) of 8%, 

Pitch ratio (PR) from 1 to 3 and twisted tapes number (N) 

from 1 to 4, respectively. Experiments are performed for the 

variation in Reynolds number in between 6,500 to 23,000. 

The Nu increases with increase in twisted tapes number from 

1 to 4 for all pitch ratio. The heat transfer decreases with 

increase in pitch ratio from 1 to 3. 

 

Keywords: Heat Exchanger, perforated disk, radiators, 

spiralled tapes, hydraulic diameters, turbulators, Reynolds 

number. 

 

Introduction 

In general, heat exchangers are mostly used equipment in 

most of the thermo-mechanical setups, hence it is necessary to 

develop and install certain energy saving methods in order to 

enhance the performance parameters of heat exchanger and 

reduction in its size. In recent years a consistant accentuation 

has been given so as to build up a technique to improve rate of 

heat transfer in heat exchanger and also to minimise the loss 

like frictional loss and improve the performance. So inorder to 

achieve this several heat transfer augmentation techniques has 

been adopted. Some of the most important techniques are 

discussed below. 

Active Technique of heat transfer augmentation 

 In this technique some external power input is 

introduced for the improvement in heat transfer. This external 

power may be Surface vibration, electrostatic field, 

mechanical aids, fluid vibrations, crating pulsation by cam 

and plunger, static field, suction or injection etc. But due to 

complexibility of design of heat exchangers these methods 

does not shows much potential in augmentation of heat 

transfer. So mostly they are avoided.[1] 

 

Passive Technique of heat transfer augmentation 

There is no need of external power input in this technique, as 

in this technique turbulence Promoters are used in the fluid 

path. This turbulent Promoter creates disturbance in the fluid 

flow and hence because of this there is mixing in the fluid 

layers. There is remarkable increment in the rate of heat 

transfer because of engagement & disengagement of fluid 

layers takes place. As it can be seen in Fig 1, which clearly 

shows the velocity vector of fluid flow inside the tube heat 

exchanger with and without turbulence Promoters, here we 

can see that in case of smooth tube the velocity vectors are 

undisturbed but in case of tube with turbulence Promoters the 

velocity vectors are disturbed in circulating manner. This 

disturbance causes proper mixing of fluid while its flow, and 

because of this there is remarkable improvement in the 

transfer of heat. But due to disturbance created, energy losses 

also take place. So it is needed to make improvement in this 

method in order to decrease energy losses and improve 

thermal performance of heat exchanger [2]. Some of the 

common turbulence Promoters used are following: 

 Twisted tape (serrated, broken, single, double, 

multiple, perforated, delta wing, etc.) 

 Conical ring (Convergent, divergent, snail entry, with 

hole, alternative arrangement, etc.) 

 Coiled wire (Uniformly spaced, randomly spaced, 

changed cross section, etc.) 

 Circular ring ( hollow, perforated, combined with 

twisted tape, etc.) 
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Fig. 1 (a) Velocity vector in smooth tube, (b) Velocity vector 

in tube with turbulators 

 

Insert Geometry and Parameters 

          The emphasis is given on the effect of perforation in the 

solid disk. Perforated circular disk is used in this work along 

with solid disk for performance comparison. The parameters 

used for the in the experimentation are mentioned in Table 1. 

Table1. Parameters Used 

S. 

No 

Name of 

Parameter  

Specification Values 

1. Pitch ratio (PR) l/D  1,2,3 

2. Twisted tapes 

number (N) 

N  1, 2, 3, 4 

3. Perforation Index 

(PI) 

Ta/Pa 8% 

4. Twist ratio (TR) y/W 2 

5. Reynolds Number 

(Re) 

Flow parameter 6500 to 

23,000 

 

Where Ta and Pa are total area and perforated area of 

perforated circular disk respectively and value of perforation 

index is obtained by given correlation 2.1. Where  

‘n’ = holes used in perforation.[3,4] 

PI= (Ta/Pa)                 (1) 

The schematic model of circular disk is shown in Fig. 2 and 

schematic of compound inserts shown in Fig. 3.  

 
Fig. 2 Perforated disks at DR=0.8, PI= 8%. 

 

 
                                 (a) 

 
(b) 

 
                                (c) 

    Fig.3. Pictorial view of the                                               

compound inserts, perforated disk with (a) single                                      

twisted tape (b) double twisted tape (c) quadruple twisted 

tape.  

 

 

 Mathematical equations used in the data reduction 

 It is supposed in the unvarying condition of the 

analysis that the heat exchange through convection by the 

surface of wall of heat exchanger tube is same the circulating 

fluid heat gain in the tube. Hence the equation of heat balance 

can be expressed as: 

Qair=Qconv.                                                                    (2) 

In equation 2 

Qair = mCp(To – Ti)                                                         (3) 

 

The exchange of heat through convection by the wall of heat 

exchanger is given by: 

 

Qconv = hA(Twm – Tb)                                                      (4) 

 

Where Tb is bulk mean temperature of working fluid medium 

and it is obtained by equation: 

Tb = (To + Ti) / 2                                                       (5) 

and 

Twm=ƩTw/12                                                                        (6) 

 

In which ‘Tw’ denotes the local temperature of local wall at 

which thermocouple was fixed. Because of the placing so near 

to the tube wall, the thermal resistance of the tube wall is 

neglected and hence the measured ‘Tw’is assumed as actual 

wall temperature. ‘Twm’ denotes the mean wall temperature 

which is same as mean temperature of all thermocouples 

placed in the surface of wall. [4, 5] 

 The area of heating surface ‘A’ based on the 

hydraulic diameter ‘D’ of the heat exchanger tube. Mean wall 

temperature is calculated by averaging all the 12 local wall 

temperature value obtained from thermocouple reading. 

Temperature distribution has taken uniform over the wall 

surface The coefficient of mean heat transfer ‘h’ and the mean 

Nusselt number, Nu are estimated as follow: 

h = mCp (To – Ti)/ A(Twm – Tb)                                           (7) 

Nu = hD/k                                                                             (8) 

Where mass flow rate is given by equation: 
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and velocity is calculated by equation,          

A
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                                                                            (10) 

Reynolds number's value is foundd by standard equation 

mentioned below: 

DR=0.8 PI= 

8% 

pp 

 

Without 

turbulence 

Promoter 

With 

turbulence 

Promoter 
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Re = ρVD/
                                                                      

(11) 

 

Validation test 

For validation, obtained values by the generalised standard 

relation like Blasius correlation for Friction factor and Dittus-

Boelter relation for Nusselt number in case of smooth tube, is 

compared with the mean values of Nusselt number Friction 

factor.  Standard relation between Nusselt number and 

Friction factor is given as:                                                                          

Dittus - Boelter relation 

 
4.08.0 Pr.Re.023.0sNu                                              (12)      
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Fig.4  Validating curve of Nusselt number (Nu) and Friction 

factor (f) 

 

Fig. 4 shows the validation of Nusselt number (Nu) and 

Friction factor (f) and comparison of Nusselt number to the 

equation of standard smooth tube. In the analysis of Nusselt 

number 5 % deviation is observed and for Friction factor 9 % 

deviation is observed, with comparison to plain tube. This 

represents the correctness in obtained result by the setup. 

 

Effect of twisted tapes number and Pr on heat transfer 

The effect of twisted tapes number on Nusselt number and 

Nusselt number ratio is plotted in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively 

for a constant pitch ratio and perforation index of 1 and 8%, 

respectively. It is found that the rate of heat transfer increases 

as the value of Reynolds number increases, this is attributed to 

the fact that the higher Reynolds number corresponds to high 

turbulent intensity and thus high rate of heat transfer. The 

maximum value of Nusselt number is obtained for four 

twisted tapes, as the twisted tape increases in the core flow the 

proper mixing of the fluid takes place. The increased number 

of twisted tape also accommodates the strong vortex, which 

leads to high turbulent intensity and thus high heat transfer 

rate. Due to Presence of perforated circular disk as insert 

geometry in the test section, turbulence is caused in the fluid 

stream. Due to dominant jet impingement near the perforated 

circular disk, fluid stream detachment takes place.  
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Fig.5 Nusselt number (Nu) versus Reynolds number (Re) for 

Pr=1 
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Fig.6 Influence of Nusselt Number for the smooth tube 

 (Nu / Nus) for Pr=1 

 

These fluid streams reattaches as the fluid moved forward and 

again detaches near the circular disk. This phenomenon takes 

place throughout the fluid path. Because of this reengagement 

and disengagement of fluid streams, proper mixing of fluid 

has done, which results in increment in transfer of heat. Eddy 

generation also takes place near the tube surface and inserts 

geometry. Because of this eddy, vortex flow is developed 

which too results in increment of heat transfer.   

The effect of twisted tapes number on Nusselt number and 

Nusselt number ratio is plotted in Fig.7 and 8, respectively for 

a constant pitch ratio and perforation index of 2 and 8%, 

respectively. The effect of pitch ratio on Nusselt can be 

observed from Fig. 5, 7, 9 respectively. The Nusselt number 

decreases with increase in Pr; this is because the development 

of boundary layer of the fluid flow interrupts by the multiple 

inserts with smaller Pr and the agitation intensity (Turbulence 

intensity) of flow also increases. Highest transfer of heat (Nu) 

is found for Pr=1, PI=8% and N=4.  

 
Fig.7. Nusselt number (Nu) versus Reynolds number (Re) for        

Pr=2 
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The fluid layers disengaged from each other and 

reattaches again as it moved forward when fluid crosses the 

circular ring. It is also seen that near the circular ring there is 

formation of eddy flow and due to which fluid blending takes 

places. When fluid hits the insert geometry at 90o, there is jet 

collision takes place. High agitation (Turbulence) is obtained 

due to these Prevalent disturbances in the fluid flow which 

results in increment in heat 

transfer.
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Fig.8. Influence of Nusselt Number for the smooth tube  

(Nu / Nus) for Pr=2 

 

The effect of twisted tapes number on Nusselt number and 

Nusselt number ratio is plotted in Fig.9 and 10, respectively 

for a constant pitch ratio and perforation index of 3 and 8%, 

respectively. The values of Nusselt number for PR=3 is 

comparatively low in comparison to PR=1 and PR=2, this is 

due to increase in PR the strength of generated vortex is 

reduced, which will increase the boundary layer thickness and 

thus have lower heat transfer rate. The maximum heat 

exchange is produced by using 4 twisted tapes. The effect of 

twisted tapes number on core flow is depicted in Fig.9. It is 

cleared that from the Fig 9 that the ,with  increase  in twisted  

tapes, spiral flow also increases, this  results  maximum  swirl  

intensity,  efficiently mixing of fluid  and  thus  a  high   heat  

transfer rate than  plain tube. 
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Fig.9 Nusselt number (Nu) versus Reynolds number (Re) for 

Pr=3 
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Fig.10. Influence of Nusselt Number for the smooth tube  

(Nu / Nus) for Pr=3 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

Fig.11 Theorized flow pattern in compound inserts (multiple 

twisted tape and circular disk inserts) (a) single twisted tape 

insert with in circular perforated disk (b) twin twisted tape 

insert with in circular perforated disk (c) Stream line flow in 

tube with twisted tape and perforated circular disk 
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Conclusion 

Present analysis concluded followings:  

 Error in the value of Nusselt number is ±5% between 

Present and Previous analysis which validates the 

result of Present experimental setup. Which is 

favorable condition for experimental conduction 

analysis. 

  Heat transfer rate increases as the value of the 

Reynolds number increases. At the highest Reynolds 

number's amount of heat transfer is highest. Highest 

value of rate of heat transfer is found for minimum 

value of Reynold number i.e. 6500, as compared to 

smooth tube and the geometrical attribute  in which 

highest value heat transfer was found, were for N= 4, 

Pr= 1 and PI=8%. For Present case the increment in 

heat transfer was approximate 5.7 times as compared 

to the heat exchanger with smooth tube. 

 The Nu increases with increase in twisted tapes 

number from 1 to 4 for all pitch ratio. The heat 

transfer decreases with increase in pitch ratio from 1 

to 3.  
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